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THE SCOPES INCLUDED: 

—— Conductor cutting and 
removal

—— Riser cutting and removal

—— Installation of a temporary 
generator

—— Modular Drilling Unit (MDU) 
installation

—— Seawater and firewater 
caisson guide installation

—— BA-BB power cable and 
umbilical removal

—— BAR riser removal

—— 20” gas riser removal

—— 16” western leg riser removal

—— 18” service water line removal

—— NavAids installation

—— Spider deck stairs removal

—— Sea fastening

PD&MS were contracted via both Shell and Allseas and were tasked with the installation 
of 12 number bearing blocks (welding) and clearing all infrastructure below the spider 
deck that would interfere with topsides removal by Allseas vessel Pioneering Spirit. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

CHALLENGES 

PD&MS overcame several challenges in completing 
this scope. 

First and foremost, the project had to follow an 
aggressive schedule. Therefore, close collaboration 
between Shell, Allseas and PD&MS was needed. 

A “one team” approach was adopted from the 
beginning.  PD&MS created collaborative working 
space in its office for the Shell and PD&MS project 
teams. Daily video calls and regular face to face 
meetings with Allseas around the “project boards” 
addressed any issues and provided status updates.

Detailed sequencing and planning activity also 
supported the scope, ensuring clear direction and 
management of critical path activities at all times. 
Offshore planning at job card level combined with 
accurate offshore progress provided clarity to all 
stakeholders.

Beyond the team’s control, the weather was also a 
significant factor. As the project had a considerable 
amount of below deck activity and the execution 
window included winter months, the scope was split 
to minimise the exposure to weather downtime. 

Combined with optimised sequencing to allow 
fallback scope above deck during all below deck 
execution windows, the team minimised downtime 
and ensured the team met the tight project 
timescales.

Access below deck was also going to present a 
challenge. By utilising its own in-house rope access 
team and leveraging expertise across construction, 
LOLER focal point and structural, PD&MS worked 
closely to undertake a detailed review on the scope, 
condition of the structure, removal sequence and 
removal techniques. 

This integrated and detailed review led to a clear 
sequence of work to suit both project timings and 
available weather windows utilising water jet cutting 
for the caissons and gas cutting for the structural 
components, e.g. stairs. 

Given the nature of the work, comprehensive 
safety reviews of all scopes and techniques were 
developed, including mock-up of work areas onshore 
to ensure the right results in the field.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 

—— Extensive below-deck rope access  
work scope

—— Installation and welding of twelve number 
bearing blocks with zero defects

—— Scope of work completed on schedule 

CLIENT FEEDBACK

PD&MS received excellent feedback from Shell 
representatives regarding its safety record, QHSE 
performance and offshore supervision throughout  
the project.

Find out more about PD&MS’ late life and 
decommissioning services. 
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